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Simon Jones  has been at the forefront of 
British Tennis for more than two decades. 
Here he give us his insights into the 
changing approach to mental wellbeing

 Ryan Blake continues  his series on the 
essential skill for a sports person of  being able 
to adapt.

Canterbury Strength Weight Lifting club 
have kindly agreed to write a technical 
column for coaches. In this first part they 
look at start position for THE CLEAN. A 
key lift to learn  for every sports persons 

Welcome to our guests

High performance coach Phil Relf 
talks about the physical and 
technical demands of cricket

www.extremesportsperformance.com

Once again my friends have kindly 
helped me to produce another issue. 
The information that they provide 
comes from years of experience at 
the top end of their profession. 
Their articles are given freely in the 
hope that they can help parents and 
coaches. A very big thank you to 
them all.

Sam Sterling runs a highly successful 
personal training company. Here he explains 
the reasons why employing a trainer is key to 
gaining good results 

www.canterburystrength.com

https://www.samsterlingfitness.com/

http://www.extremesportsperformance.com
http://www.canterburystrength.com
http://www.canterburystrength.com
https://www.samsterlingfitness.com/
http://www.extremesportsperformance.com
https://www.samsterlingfitness.com/


In keeping with the random nature of 
this magazine, I have decided to start 
reviewing great places to sit and drink 
coffee. Starting at the end of my road 
and working outwards until I have 
covered the whole planet. Unrealistic 
goal setting is the privilege of an old 
person.  The balcony is literally that. A 
storage container that sits on a 
stunning balcony overlooking the 
English Channel,  sells very good 
coffee and you  get to sit in deck chairs 
(industrial meets English seaside ) It’s 
only open at weekends in the summer 
as the wind will blow you away in the 
winter months. 

A world tour of coffee bars
The balcony, Folkestone, Kent

Pressure Training 

Thumbing through an old photo 
album I found a picture of myself 
passing a baton. This was the first 
time that western sports reams 
were allowed into China after the 
cultural revolution. Looking at the 
size of the crowd and the task to 
pass a small metal tube to an 
outgoing runner whilst being 
scrutinised by seventy thousand 
people I wonder how I ever coped.  
Its no wonder I now prefer a quiet 
coffee and an easy life.

Stephen Green 

  Consultancy  

Guiding people 
to the top for 
half a century  

sgreenfitness@hotmail.com 
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When was the last time you completed an entire training program? Every warm up exercise, every rep, every set, every rest period, 
every day, every week, every month!
 
The truth is this rarely every happens! Even with good intentions something usually gets in the way…injury, illness, work, family, 
friends, media, ultimately things that steal your time!
 
So when this does occur what do you do about it…let it happen, shrug your shoulders, hope for the best, blame someone else, not 
really care?
 
Or do you…do what you can when you can, ask for help or advice, get up earlier the next day to do it in the morning, go to bed 
later the next day to fit it in during the evening?
 
The biggest skill we like to coach our athletes and clients is to be adaptable, to change in order to fit new conditions. Things rarely 
ever go to the exact plan you started with, especially in the world of elite sport. Being more flexible with time, having the skill to 
communicate effectively, utilising the ability to change the order of your day, making the right things happen, are all traits of the 
most successful people we have worked with.
 
Success in health, sport, work, relationships, ultimately comes down to prioritisation! What is the most import thing for you to do 
next to get you one step closer to where you want to be?
 
“We first make our habits, then our habits make us”
 
You’d be amazed at how many times we’ve witnessed this go wrong. Every now and then things happen beyond your control but 
when these things add up that’s when they go wrong…you become disorganised, punctuality slips, niggles or sore spots develop 
into more serious injuries, you let people who rely on you down, relationships suffer, performances drop, things soon spiral out of 
control.
 
The little things done well with high quality over a consistent time period are what add up to positive results.
 
So if things aren’t quite going your way, or you seem to be more on the back foot than the front, stop and have a little look about 
what you did yesterday, what you’ve done today and what you need to do tomorrow. Ask yourself if these are needs more than 
wants? You may not get the perfect balance but you’re sure to get more done with less mistakes if you adapt more…
 

“ Adapt More”



Success by design

My own approach helps me to develop clarity in what I am 
trying to achieve. I usually begin by imagining that I am 
simply building a machine

1.  Construction, assess what you have and build what 
you need (technical development and physical 
conditioning)

2. Measure how the machine performs under different 
conditions, (training, testing and competition)

3. Put in place the support mechanisms to improve the  
performance of the machine, (physical and mental 
conditioning)

4. Check and establish that the machine is running 
smoothly on the right fuel source and is properly 
maintained,  (nutrition and injury prevention)

5. There are of course a multitude of other factors that 
come into play when dealing with human beings, (see 
Simon Jones The fifth performance factor and Ryan 
Blake’s article on being adaptable). However as an 
exercise in focusing on the basics of the task I  
personally find this helps me a great deal.

The stages of a successful climb up the ladder of sporting 
success are straight forward enough to write about, even 
easy to plot in a nice diagram or article. The reality on the 
other hand is very different. circumstances, human 
condition and the amount of luck a coach has all play their 
part. The path is never a smooth one. How then can a 
coach approach such a complex task ?

Cover and inset photo of Louise Evans 400mts who is part of the 
Linford Christie high performance squad.



Cricket’s all-round characteristics make it a great summer option

England’s World Cup success and the fantastic battle in The 
Ashes series have propelled cricket into the public eye 
again. Despite the sport not being readily available on 
terrestrial TV, the advent of social media and online 
streaming does allow people to get a feel for the sport.
The sport itself requires a number of qualities that transfer 
well across other sports and thereby make it a great 
summer option for children heavily involved in winter 
activities. I have always believed that specialising in one 
sport only can have a detrimental impact on young sports 
people and playing a variety of sports can help physically, 
tactically and mentally.

To be highly successful in the modern game of cricket, a top 
player will need a high level of conditioning. The game is 
played across many formats. Test matches can last for five 
days and T20 games are played within three hours. The latter 
require power, speed and agility and a player has to be able to 
combine these physical attributes with co-ordination and 
mental strength. Typically, young players will sprint, turn, 
jump, dive and throw regularly when playing and training for 
the sport. Fielding can be made to be a very fun way of 
training and it is amazing how adding a ball to a relatively 
bland fitness session can increase energy and engagement 
levels. Standard physical exercises such as squats and lunges 
form a fundamental part of any training routines.

There is a lot of throwing in the sport and it is essential that young 
players develop a safe throwing technique and know how to look after 
their arm. Working with resistance bands at a young age is a good 
way of educating a young player about shoulder preparation and good 
habits at a young age can make a real difference to the longevity of a 
shoulder. The action of throwing itself is something that coaches can 
use to help coach other sports movements such as javelin, volleyball 
spiking and tennis serves. They all require similar movements and it 
is good for a young sports performer to be able to throw competently. 
It provides an understanding and a feel for how the entire body 
contributes to producing force.

Fast bowling is an extremely demanding skill in cricket. A lot of 
research has gone into injury prevention and safe techniques. An 
adult pace bowler will have to endure around six times their own 
body weight going through their front foot when they land as they 
release the ball. Players can end up running over 20 km in a day 
during the longer formats and very often, this running is done at 
close to sprint pace. A strong core is absolutely essential to be 
able to bowl quick. Someone described having a weak core and 
trying to bowl quick as like trying to fire a cannon out of a canoe! 
That sums it up well and for any young player getting into the 
game, there will be a time when they need to develop core 
strength under the guidance of specialists.
The wicket keeper in cricket is involved all of the time and many 
children love this role as they are engaged pretty much every 
second. The keeper will do countless number of squats in a game to 
get into an athletic ready position. Having good posture enhances 
technique and even though skills training will help develop this, 
young players will need to devote time to specialist work.

High performance cricket coach Phil Relf gives his insight into the specialist skills required for the modern day game.



A technical breakdown 
of the Clean
Strength and conditioning coaches use the Olympic 
lifts and their variations to improve the 
speed , power, RFD (rate of force development) and 
intramuscular coordination of their athletes. They are 
so effective because they train the triple extension 
movements often required in sports such as sprinting, 
jumping and throwing. Weightlifters have achieved 
some of the highest absolute and relative peak power 
outputs ever reported in research. The clean is 
commonly used as a power exercise because it is 
both effective and relatively quick to learn compared to 
the full clean and jerk or snatch. The exact position of 
each stage will vary depending on the anatomical 
proportions or technical style of each lifter so please 
keep this in mind when using the guide below.

• Barbell should be seen over the balls of the feet, feet 
flat on the floor and pointing outward no more than 
45 degrees

• Hook grip with hands at clean width / shoulder width 
apart

• Hips higher than knee, knees 
pushed slightly outward inside of 
the arms, the angle of the knee 
joint is between 80-86 degree

• Shoulders above hip, in line with 
or slightly in front of the bar

• Back flat
• Chest up
• Arms straight at the elbow 
• Head up looking straight ahead 

My advice to parents looking to get their children into 
cricket would be to ensure that the first experiences are 
enjoyable and inspiring. Unfortunately, cricket does have 
a reputation for being a slow and tedious sport. Some 
coaches have overdone the technical element and have 
lost children’s minds. Fun and engaging activities with 
high activity are crucial. Modified versions of the game 
that get players involved fully are the way forward in my 
opinion. The England & Wales Cricket Board do provide 
some really good ideas for clubs, schools and coaches 
and hopefully these are regularly used. Equally, playing 
out in the back garden or park is such a great way of 
getting unstructured development. In an age where 
technology seems to be the first choice for lots of 
children, we really must encourage play as much as we 
can. Early cricket experiences don’t have to be about the 
demanding physical characteristics I have outlined 
above. The game suits all shapes and sizes initially 
which makes it a great option for children. It has always 
been a very good sport for developing life skills such as 
team work, respect and honesty so hopefully it still has a 
place in English summers for children.

Batting is about generating power in the shorter formats but 
requires far more subtlety and skill in some of the longer 
formats. One of our young players batted for over 5 hours in a 
county age group game last summer and this demonstrates the 
high level of focus and patience needed. Batters will need to be 
fit so they can maintain that concentration through long periods 
and being quick helps place the fielding team under pressure 
when running between the wickets.

 

Part 1  START POSITION



These days organisations at the highest 
level of sports have a greater 
understanding of their role of developing 
the person in the athlete as well as the 
player. The chase for medals and 
trophies is now seen in much better 
perspective than ever before. Whilst we 
all celebrate the winner, we are 
becoming more mindful of those that 
don't win and understanding that we 
need to care for the development of their 
character and much as their technical 
ability. Southern hemisphere sports are 
seeing mental health and personal well-
being as the fifth performance factor. 
Parents can be an amazing influence if 
they focus on supporting their child 
correctly. High on risk, perseverance, 
teamwork, endeavour and low on 
comparison, trophies, ego and results = 
the trophies will come

The fifth performance factor 
I'm sure many people will instantly think 
that Personal Training just isn't for them 
for a number of reasons. These could 
be the assumption that they cannot 
afford Personal Training, they aren't 
into weightlifting, they aren't confident 
in the gym, or that they simply just don't 
feel fit enough. Here at Sterling Fitness, 
most of these reasons are exactly why 
these people should invest in Personal 
Training! 
Personal Training isn't exclusively for fit 
gym goers - in fact Personal Training is 
for everyone, especially beginners! A 
trainer can guide you through an 
introduction to fitness and help you to 
learn exercises and how to perform 
them correctly. This not only builds 
confidence but also ensures that you 
are able to perform exercises in a safe 
way that won't cause injury to yourself 
or others. Personal Trainers are also 
there to educate you on gym etiquette. 
This may seem trivial, however all the 
tips and knowledge you can get from 
your trainer will give you so much 
confidence to workout in the gym 
knowing that you are doing everything 
correctly, meaning you can focus on 
your workout. 
A PT will push you to your limits. Many 
of us find it difficult to really push 
ourselves when training on our own - 
we may take longer rest periods and 
put in less effort, but a Personal Trainer 
will ensure that you get the most out of 
your hour in the gym. If you aren't a 

regular gym goer, a PT can provide 
structure to your workouts with 
programming. This stops you from 
performing half hearted workouts with 
no real effort or goal in mind, and 
instead you'll put all your focus into 
your sessions with your trainer and 
completing your prescribed program. 
Anyone who trains regularly will be 
familiar with hitting a training plateau. 
Whether your goals are strength, 
weight loss, hypertrophy or 
performance based, nearly everyone 
hits a point when they feel like they are 
making absolutely no progress 
whatsoever. You may be very 
knowledgeable and experienced, yet a 
trainer can be useful for everyone - 
even Personal Trainers hire Personal 
Trainers! They can provide a different 
perspective, introduce you to new 
training methods and be there for 
accountability and motivation. 
In short, Personal Training isn't just for 
people who are already into fitness or 
people wanting to lose weight; it's for 
absolutely everyone. Some people just 
want to be more active which is great, 
and a PT can be the perfect kickstart to 
a healthier lifestyle. 
Sam Sterling

 

 Motivation

"Be the parent that 
you would want 
your child to 
become"!



Parents Questions 

Our juniors regularly play more than one match a day in 

competition, often with little
 time between and sometimes at 

higher level tournaments where matches may be quite 

intense.  Or it m
ay be a late finish and an early start; w

ith 

travel involved this can often reduce the rest period.  Do you 

have any suggestions for help with recovery and getting 

ready for matches to improve performance and avoid risk of 

fatigue and injury?

 

Laura writes

Dear Laura 

This is a
n area that all sports people must lea

rn to deal with 

as they improve. Firstly
 the key in my view is to

 practice 

and develop strategies th
at work for the individual. E.g how 

long should your firs
t warm up take, how much do you 

shorten it as you continue through the rounds. W
hat types of 

energy snacks work best fo
r you between rounds. W

hat are 

the best co
nditions to crea

te such as being around others o
r 

being on your own between rounds. A
ll sports people should 

finish the competitio
n day with the idea that what they do 

straight after t
he final round of the day will have a direct 

effect
 on the following day, cool down, stre

tch shower and 

eat. Practice 
a strategy in training then try it out in low level 

competitio
n first.



Image by wannapic.com

SPORT FOR THE PLANET
The sports community 
can do its bit to help 
save our planet for 
our children. Recycle, 
reuse, plan travel 
carefully. Millions of 
small actions can 
build into one large 
action. 

Sport for the planet.
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